WPEA STORIES OF IMPACT

FAIRFAX, VA
Exemplar provides guidance

BURLINGTON, VT
Global youth charge - Global web

NORTHAMPTON, ENGLAND
Classroom in the cloud - Connecting Nepal, Tokyo, and U.K.

WILLISTON, VT
Pos Ed in the classroom

LONDON, ENGLAND
Open regional directorships launched worldwide - Global web

ONTARIO, CANADA
Research Pos Ed/wellbeing

GREENSBORO, NC
Educators connect globally - Connecting NC, Mexico, and China

ONTARIO, CANADA
Research Pos Ed/wellbeing

BELGIUM
Appreciative inquiry learning network

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
Unitar/Global Goals of Wellbeing - Global web

POKHARA, NEPAL
City-wide AI/Pos-Ed.

SINGAPORE
Republic-wide Pos-Ed Summit

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Pos Ed. Institute Expansion

MONTERREY, MEXICO
Exemplar provides guidance

ORANGE COUNTY, CA
Phoenix, AZ

BOSTON, MA
Albany, NY

PITTSBURG, PA
Cincinnati, OH

AUSTIN, TX

ATLANTA, GA

AGUIRRE BELAS, IRAQI

AQUINUS, OHIO

DUBAI, UAE
Student-led AI Summit

SOUTH AFRICA